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Abstract

This article deals with the question whether the jurisprudence of Nigeria's appellate courts has helped advance or impede the struggles of the poor to assert their human rights in the country. The article begins by defining, delimiting, and situating the concepts “struggle” and “human rights as struggle.” It then moves on to identify and discuss the factors that make the struggles that the poor and the subaltern must wage to realize their human rights a tough one. Following this discussion, the article turns its attention to its main focus, i.e., an analytical examination of the ways in which the corpus of human rights jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts has either aided and/or inhibited the struggles of the poor and the subaltern in that country during the period under study. The latter discussion is sub-divided into two segments: the first is focused on the engagement of these courts with the pro-poor struggles of Nigerian Labour, while the second is devoted to an analysis of the attitude of the courts to other kinds of pro-poor human rights struggles in Nigeria. In both cases, given space and other constraints, only small but representative samples of the relevant cases are discussed.
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1 Introduction

It is a widely established fact that in the real world, the enjoyment of human rights is hardly, if ever, won freely; and this has always been so regardless of the content of the prevailing positive laws in a given locale – the Constitution included. Rather, human rights have tended to be won through (often intense and/or lengthy) social struggles. The American Civil Rights movement, the fight to decolonize the third world, the eventual collapse of the apartheid regime in South Africa, and the fight for women’s rights, vindicate this truism.¹

The subject of this article is the “struggle” dimension of human rights protection and how this has played out in the jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts. The main questions discussed herein are: to what extent have these appellate courts helped to either advance or undermine the struggles of the poor and/or marginalized in Nigeria to free themselves of the bonds of their social, ideational, political, and economic subjugation? With what conceptual apparatuses, if any, have these courts dealt with this issue? And to what extent does the observed attitude of these courts to this issue either strengthen or problematize particular theoretical insights about the relationship between human rights discourses and praxis in our time (including human rights jurisprudence) and the struggles/resistance of the subaltern?

The particular theoretical framework that the article anchors itself in is Upendra Baxi’s theory on the emergence in our time of a trade-related market-friendly (TREMF) human rights paradigm, which posits that the much more people-centered Universal Declaration of Human Rights paradigm is now being displaced (at least to a significant extent) by this TREMF paradigm that values the interests of various formations of governmental power and global capital over that of ordinary people, all-too-often at the expense of the human rights of the subaltern.² For the purposes of this article, the third leg of the


Baxian TREMF thesis, as it was previously articulated, is the most relevant. This leg of the thesis posits that in the emergent TREMF paradigm, the progressive State is now seen as one that is market efficient in suppressing and de-legitimating the human rights-based practices of resistance of its own citizens and that is also capable of unleashing a reign of terror on some of its citizens, especially those of them that actively oppose the State's excessive softness toward global capital. And so the question here is to what extent does the human rights jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts vindicate or trouble this leg of the Baxian TREMF thesis?

The main discussion in the article begins by defining, delimiting, and situating the concepts “struggle” and “human rights as struggle.” It then moves on to identify and discuss the factors that make the struggles that the poor and the subaltern must wage to realize their human rights a tough one. Following this discussion, it turns its attention to an analytical examination of the ways in which the human rights jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts have either aided and/or inhibited the struggles of the poor and the subaltern in that country during the period under study. This discussion is sub-divided into two segments: the first is focused on the engagement of these courts with the pro-poor struggles of Nigerian Labor, while the second is devoted to an analysis of the attitude of the courts to the pro-poor struggles of other groups and individuals in Nigeria. Thereafter, the article ends in a short concluding section.

2 On the “Struggle” Dimension of Human Rights

In this section, an explanation is offered for the sense in which the word “struggle” is used in this article. This concept is also delimited and briefly placed in a theoretical and historical context. As used in the article, the concept of struggle leans for its meaning upon the extraordinarily insightful and powerful human rights work of Upendra Baxi, who – following the famed French theorist Michel Foucault – maintains that “struggles, properly so called, are ‘an opposition to the effects of power linked with knowledge, competence, and qualification – struggles against secrecy, deformation, and mystifying representation imposed on people’”. This understanding is reconcilable with Nancy Fraser’s notion of the ways in which “subaltern counter publics” are constituted by subordinated groups so as to permit them to “formulate oppositional interpretations

---

3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
of their identities, interests and needs.”⁶ We also agree with Graham Harrison that “struggle is a process, a result of mobilization provoked by some form of resistance.”⁷ It is in these convergent senses that the term “struggle” is used in this Article – in sum, as a process of mobilizing and expressing opposition to the effects of power on the identities, interests and needs of subordinated groups, in this case the poor.

Along this line, we also have to consider the assertion that human rights is but “the flipside of the coin of legitimate resistance.”⁸ For this reason therefore:

Whether one considers human rights “inalienable”, “fundamental” or “basic”, or refers to it as “trumps” or “natural entitlements”, the concept of human rights represents a countervailing force to the awesome power of the state and society at large. If rights are “inalienable”, this implies that should they be alienated they may be “taken back”, either by those whose rights have been violated, or by others on their behalf. Human rights are not about asking favours and they are not merely moral or rhetorical concepts; they are guides to action and triggers of resistance against what is perceived as the illegitimate use of power, in particular state power.⁹

According to Fields and Narr, the realization of human rights is not just about ideology but is in the main a “socially constructed fight.”¹⁰ To them, human rights become realized “only by the struggles of real people experiencing real instances of domination.”¹¹ In a somewhat hyperbolic yet meaningful sense, they assert that the world itself is a vast “field of struggle over rights without any guarantees of success.”¹² As importantly, the recognition of the “struggle” component of the effort to realize human rights has even extended to the discussion of its very origins/nature. Dembour has, for instance, demarcated human rights discourse into four different schools – a natural school that conceives rights as given, a deliberative school that looks at it as something agreed upon, a pragmatic school that sees human rights as a tool to achieve collective goals, and a legal school that emphasizes the role of law in realizing these rights.

---

⁶ N. Fraser, ‘Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy’, 25/26 Social Text (1990), 56–80.
⁹ Ibid.
¹¹ Ibid.
¹² Ibid at 6.
and the protest school to whom rights are fought for and a discourse school that views rights as something talked about. Clearly, our attention here is on the protest school and its conception of human rights as “struggle”; which needless to state aligns closely with Odinkalu sound claim that “throughout history, the protection of human rights has been won by struggle.”

If, as these scholars argue, the realization of human rights is much more about struggle, the ancillary question arises as to whether poor/subaltern individuals and communities have to struggle very hard and long to claim their rights? The unfortunate reality is that, as a result of a variety of factors, they have to in most contexts. The fact that norms prescribing human rights and calling for their promotion and protection usually exist (almost in a kind of normality) alongside persistent violations of those same rights does give some insight into the magnitude of struggles that victims and those working to assist them have to mount to earn even the most minimal victory in this regard. As Engle Merry has noted in the specific context of violence against women:

The law does significant cultural work in challenging men’s sense of entitlement to hit partners and providing women with a new understanding that hitting is a crime no matter what they have done. Yet the uphill struggle of local activists in this town to mobilize the law in support of their movement suggests that the law is frequently subverted in its intervention on behalf of battered women.

In the next section, a rough though brief discussion of some of the obstacles that human rights victims (especially the poor) and the activists who claim to struggle on their behalf might have to overcome in their struggle to realize their human rights, is provided.

---

16 See Engle Merry, ibid., at 252.
Treading a Rough Road

Most human rights activists and campaigners are familiar with the daily challenges that they must endure to bring the promise of human rights to reality for the people on whose behalf they claim to struggle. These activists often tread dangerous paths, strewn all over with sometimes extraordinary hurdles, which tend to task their courage and endurance. Discussed below are some examples of these hurdles; difficulties which tend to lead us to appreciate more acutely the fact that human rights tend not to be “given,” but have to be fought for. As the obstacles that individuals and groups must surmount in their effort to realize human rights tend to be context-specific, the challenges that are discussed below are those that are most relevant to the Nigerian socio-legal environment.

### 3.1 Legal Status: Slippery and Elusive

To even begin to mobilize against human rights violations and engage the legal processes needed to redress these wrongs, human rights groups must first be in existence – legally speaking, that is. Almost every country in the world requires the voluntary and public-spirited organizations which often seek to work on behalf of the poor and the marginalized to obtain some form of legal status or the other in order to function. While such status may be easily obtained in some jurisdictions, it is difficult to obtain in others. In such countries, groups that already enjoy such status could also be de-registered or forcefully dissolved.

The point here is that granting or withholding legal status is one of the major ways that intolerant governments try to control and restrict the effectiveness of human rights activists and their struggles (especially those who have organized

---


themselves into non-governmental organizations). While announcing the launch of the African Civil Society Support Initiative in 2013, the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law stated that “Recent years have witnessed proliferating efforts by various governments in Africa to legally restrict the civic space for civil society. These restrictive laws often target human rights defenders, democracy assistance groups, and civil society organizations (CSOs), and often bear striking resemblance to each other.”

Recently the Nigerian House of Representatives called a Public Hearing to debate a private member’s “Bill to Regulate the Acceptance and Utilization of Financial/Material Contributions of Donor Agencies to Voluntary Organizations.” Although its chances of enactment are remote and it is outside the period under study here, if passed into law and signed by the President, the Bill will place onerous burdens on the activities of civil society groups in the country. The Bill also has a provision which allows the President without consultation to make an order prohibiting a CSO that is deemed dangerous to the good government of Nigeria or any part of it. It also has a provision that mandates CSOs interested in working with government ministries, departments or agencies to meet criteria prescribed by such MDAs. Not only will foreign and Nigerian CSOs face new registration requirements under the Bill, it specifically bans the registration of gay clubs, societies and organizations. All these measures would severely affect the human rights struggle in the country.

3.2 Hunted like Game

When CSOs manage to secure legal existence and can then commence their activities, depending on how politically consequential those activities are, they all-too-frequently have to contend with overt, undisguised government actions to scuttle their struggles. Human rights defenders are mostly in the line of

---
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fire because of the work they do which involves exposing behavior that individuals, institutions and governments would rather hide away from the public view. They are daily calling for better governmental accountability, more tolerant politics, less interference with individual rights and better respect for international human rights standards. Not all governments are interested in upholding these values and they too often stop at nothing to prevent public scrutiny of their policies and actions.

It is well very well known that under the military in Nigeria human rights activists faced unprecedented government brutality and suppression of their activities. There were instances of extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, detentions, travel restrictions and illegal searches and other violations of privacy.23 Even so, press freedom was greatly suppressed, prisoners were very poorly treated and the citizenry lived in a state of absolute fear and intimidation.24 While the situation under the current post-1999 civilian democratic dispensation has improved greatly and has clearly not been nearly as bad as it was under the military, there have still been some instances of the violation of the human rights of some activists.25

---


3.3  *When the Constitution Cuts both Ways*

Another challenge that persons who struggle to expand human rights protection through the judicial process must confront is the nature of certain constitutional norms themselves. It might sound paradoxical and counter-intuitive at first brush that the Constitution which ostensibly is designed to redress human rights violations could actually become a stumbling block in struggles to enforce those rights. The unfortunate fact, however, is that in some jurisdictions (Nigeria included), human rights activists must address a Constitution that seems to cut both ways. In other words, what it gives with the right hand it tends to take away with the left.

Writing specifically about the Nigerian constitution, Taiwo states that while in one breath its main clauses confer a range of rights, in another breath it renders these rights nugatory through what the author refers to (somewhat mistakenly) as “claw-back” clauses. To him, claw-back clauses are “those exceptions that are usually attached to constitutional provisions, especially regarding human rights.”26 Continuing, he notes that:

> For example when it is said in the Nigerian constitution that “Every person shall be entitled to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence” the claw-back clause in the very next provision states: “Nothing in this section shall invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society – (a) in the interest of defense, public safety, public order, public morality, public health or economic wellbeing of the community or (b) for the purpose of protecting the rights and freedoms of other persons.”27

We must bear in mind though that Taiwo’s position warrants some caution so not to convey the impression that all human rights are absolute and to be enjoyed without any limitations. Such a claim would be difficult to sustain as it is well known that some rights could indeed be legitimately restricted in furtherance of more pressing public interests. In any case, such clauses as appear in the Nigerian Constitution are standard fare the world over in domestic statutes and international human rights treaties. Nevertheless, the anxiety here, especially in the specific Nigerian context, is regarding the opportunity that

---


the bendability of constitutional provisions could provide to some judges who might want to behave unscrupulously.

3.4 **When the Guard Turns Predator**

In Nigeria, as in many other societies, the courts are expected to be guardians of human rights and liberties. As stated by the late Kayode Eso (former Justice of the Nigerian Supreme Court):

> In the operation of the rule of law, the role of the judge cannot and must not be less. Judges must stand resolutely to prevent any attempted encroachment on the liberty of the subject by the executive. They must be alert, very alert to see that if ever there is a coercion by the executive, that action must be justified in law and not justified on the whims and caprices of man.28

Yet, this is all-too-often easier said than done. Rather than be counted upon to protect the weak and ease their legal burdens, the courts can through their judgments obstruct and toughen the struggles of the poor to protect their rights. The ways in which this has sometimes happened in Nigeria have long been discussed in the literature. It can occur through an illiberal and narrow interpretation of the requirement of “standing” to present human rights claims.29 It also manifests itself in the conservatism and timidity that makes some judges overly cautious in exercising their jurisdiction in cases where the government is an interested party.30 It has also presented in the form of poorly articulated doctrinal rules that are not constitutionally grounded and that complicate rather than ease the human rights enforcement process (as for instance the rule that creates a forced binary between what the Supreme

---


Court calls “principal/main” and “accessory” claims in human rights cases). Under this rule, which has been described as “dubious,” a court only entitles a human rights claim filed as such if it is the main claim in the writ filed by the plaintiff, and is not ancillary to another (non-human rights) claim in the same writ. But what this rule does in reality is to deny litigants who have multiple claims (some of a human rights nature and others not of that type) the right to decide for themselves how and in what order they are to present those claims. This clearly impedes the struggle to vindicate human rights, and does so on a mere technicality.

Having defined, delimited and situated the concept of struggle, as well as identified and discussed the factors that make the struggles that the poor and the subaltern must wage in order to realize their human rights an even tougher one, our attention must now turn to the “meat” of the article, i.e., an examination of the ways in which the human rights jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts have aided or inhibited the struggles of the poor and the subaltern in that country during the period under study. As was noted in the introductory section of this article, this last discussion is sub-divided into two segments: the first is focused on the engagement of these courts with the pro-poor struggles of Nigerian Labor, while the second is devoted to an analysis of the attitude of the courts to the pro-poor struggles of other groups and individuals in Nigeria.

4 Struggle Meets the Human Rights Jurisprudence

In many societies, individuals who (because they are impoverished and/or marginalized) are usually unable to effectively litigate their rights in the law courts can sometimes count upon certain civil society activists to do so on their behalf. This is usually accomplished through what is now known as “public interest” or “social action” litigation. Often the objective is to use a single
item of litigation to bring about a fundamental change in governmental policy or practice. In Nigeria, as elsewhere, the effectiveness of such activists in executing this task would tend to depend on a number of factors, including the attitude of the courts to such public interest litigation struggles. For instance, until recently at least, the very narrow judicial interpretation of the “standing” rules which govern human rights litigation was a highly obstructive judicially-constructed impediment to the effectiveness of most such struggles. The question therefore is to what extent have the appellate courts in Nigeria helped advance or impede the struggles of the poor/subaltern to realize their human rights (whether through their own actions or with the assistance of civil society activists). Only by examining a purposive sample of the decided cases would it be possible to respond in a systematic way to this question, and that is the major focus of the remainder of this section of the article.

It must be noted, however, that although not all the suits examined below are framed in explicitly pro-poor language, all of them do have significant implications (howsoever collateral) for the struggles of the poor/marginalized in Nigeria. The pro-poor relevance of these suits is either reflected in or inferable from the social status of those who filed them (that is the poor themselves) and/or in the subject-matter of the litigation.

4.1 The Jurisprudential Travails of the (Pro-Poor) Labor Movement in Nigeria

In analyzing the ways in which the appellate courts in Nigeria have responded to the struggles of the poor to realize their rights, two different lines of cases are examined as emblematic of the overall situation. In the first instance, a line of cases involving the Nigeria Labor Congress (NLC), the central labor union in Nigeria that has been at the vanguard of these efforts and which usually couches its struggles in especially pro-poor terms, are examined in the current


Thereafter, a second line of cases involving other pro-poor struggles is analyzed in another sub-section.

With regard to a background to the first line of cases, it is fair to state that not only does the NLC struggle through strikes and other forms of protest to protect the welfare of its members, almost all of whom are within the lower income social brackets in Nigeria, it is also involved in wider campaigns that benefit not just its members but the society as a whole (especially the impoverished and the marginalized). And arguably, these Labor-led struggles often generate both economic and political benefits for the poor.

However, Labor's activities in this regard have been conducted at great cost to its leaders and members, largely because of the high-handedness of previous executive branches of government in Nigeria which have tried several times in the recent past to break up its umbrella group, the NLC, into smaller components, so as to weaken its influence. Importantly, and interestingly, all of these attempts have been met with failure. For example, in 2005, the supposedly democratically elected government in Nigeria pushed through a law amending the Trade Unions Act and introducing far-reaching changes to the way the organized labor movement conducted its activities in the country. This law in effect limited the scope of the subject-matter or issues over which labour unions and the NLC (or some other “central labour organization”) can call a strike; barred strikes in so-called essential services; set stringent preconditions for strikes; allowed for the creation of other central labour organizations apart from the NLC; and barred the picketing of airports or public highways to obstruct air or motor vehicular traffic.

In dealing here with the issue of the attitude of the Nigerian appellate courts to the human rights “struggles” of the poor and the marginalized, the NLC is taken to represent such a group that struggles in aid of the realization of the interests of the larger public, and its agitation against increases in the price of motor vehicle fuel (gasoline) is regarded as one socio-economic rights issue.

---


37 See, for example, K.C. Nwoko, ‘Trade Unionism and Governance in Nigeria: A Paradigm Shift from Labour Activism to Political Opposition’, 2 Information, Society and Justice (2009), 139–152.

around which its struggles are organized. The reason the price of fuel is such an important socio-economic rights issue in Nigeria is grounded in part in the fact that although Nigeria is the sixth largest producer of petroleum in the world, over half of its overall population is mired in poverty.\footnote{O.C. Okafor, ‘Between Elite Interests and Pro-Poor Resistance: The Nigerian Courts and Labour-led Anti-Fuel Price Hike Struggles (1999–2007)’, 54 Journal of African Law (2010), 95–118, at 98.} Although this number has come significantly down since 1999, it is still a huge one. Furthermore:

\[D\]ecent public transport is still either unattractive, unaffordable, inefficient and/or unavailable; public transportation is almost all owned and dominated by profiteering private operators; steep inflation in the price of food and other essential commodities (often resulting from increases in the cost of transportation) is rampant; and the costs of doing business are easily and devastatingly increased by high fuel costs. The cost of fuel is therefore a highly significant indicator of socio-economic well-being (or more accurately the lack thereof). Nigeria’s poor majority and people with fixed incomes (such as unionized workers) are particularly affected by the negative impact of high fuel costs.\footnote{Ibid.}

It should also be noted that although the Nigerian government’s practice of increasing the price of fuel is a recurring one, the analysis in this article covers the period starting from the restoration of civil rule in 1999.

Overall there had been some 23 instances of fuel price hikes in Nigeria from 1978 to 2012.\footnote{C. Ndujihe, ‘Fuel Subsidy Crisis: Labour versus Govt; Who blinks First?’ Vanguard Online: see also E.F. Ogunbodede, A.O. Ilesanmi and F. Olurakinse, ‘Petroleum Motor Spirit (PMS) Pricing Crisis and the Nigerian Public Passenger Transportation System’, 5 The Social Sciences (2010), 113–121.} Eleven of those hikes happened within the period January 1999 to January 2012.\footnote{Ibid.} Other studies have generated conflicting data.\footnote{S.O. Ering and F.U. Akpan, ‘The Politics of Fuel Subsidy, Populist Resistance and its Socio-Economic Implications for Nigeria’, 12 Global Journal of Human Social Science (2012), 12–19.} This in no way, however, detracts from the high frequency of the government-promulgated generally upward slant in fuel prices over time. One particular instance of the fuel price increase precipitated a dimension of the struggle against it that was waged by the movement through the courts. It started early in 2004 when the executive branch of the Nigerian federal government decided to
impose yet another fuel price hike. In response to the proposed government action, the labor movement put the government on notice about its desire to launch a strike in protest against the price increase. The executive branch of government then commenced legal action against the labor movement, praying the court for an injunction restraining the labor movement from proceeding with the strike. The executive branch of government contended, inter alia, that the strike notice did not disclose or advance a trade dispute strictly so-called. For its own part, the labor movement argued that the price hike was illegal and unconstitutional. It also asserted that the executive branch of government could not validly implement the price hike policy absent a law passed to that effect by the National Assembly. In Labor’s view, the fact that the executive branch of government had not acted under a law passed by the National Assembly meant that the executive arm was acting unconstitutionally by usurping legislative powers. The High Court ruled in favor of the government, holding that the price hike did not qualify as a trade dispute entitling the labor movement to undertake a strike against that policy. A dissatisfied labor movement appealed the decision.

In its judgment, the Court of Appeal held that for the dispute at hand to come within the Trade Disputes Act, it must involve trade, as distinct from a political, dispute. It reasoned that what the labor movement set out to achieve in this case (including calling out its allies such as market women and school children and causing the permanent cessation of all vehicular movement and shutting down of airlines) did not fall within the meaning of the Act. This, the appellate court further held, was the case because “one cannot put these other persons [market women, school children, etc.] within the employment covered by the trade unions being used.” Explained differently, the court was of the view that the Labor movement has no litigable interest in challenging public policies that do not have a direct relationship to its members as workers.

The court’s reasoning in this case did not quite go down well in some circles. Many critics decried the approach of the appeal court, arguing – inter alia – that the judgment was “much too cursory and far too unsystematic to provide much insight into the logic that underpins it.” On the specific question of whether a hike in the price of gas could be considered a trade dispute, one the present authors has argued elsewhere that:

44 Adams Oshiomhole and Another v Federal Government of Nigeria and Another, [2007] 8 NWLR (Pt 1035) 58 [Ng Ct App].
45 Ibid.
46 Okafor, supra note 41, at 109.
For one, the court devoted barely two double-spaced pages to its own reasoning concerning this pivotal and highly consequential aspect of its decision (much of which was in any case taken up by a paraphrase of the relevant legislative provision). The court offered no analysis at all of the elements of the definition of a trade dispute on which it relied. These elements were simply reproduced from the relevant legislation. The court made no attempt systematically and carefully to relate this definition to the facts of the case. The reader is thus left in the dark as to what exactly it is about the NLC’s fuel pricing dispute with the government that disqualifies from meeting the definition of a trade dispute.47

This criticism has to be placed in context, however. A different case had been filed the same year and had been adjudicated before the latter case that ended up at the Court of Appeal.48

The High Court in this other case followed a different route when it decided that Nigerian law does not prevent workers from organizing or participating in strikes over issues that concern their interests. According to the court, the word “interest” had not been clearly defined and cannot therefore be limited only to matters regulating the terms and conditions of employment of workers as stipulated in the Trade Unions Act. The court’s reasoning was that workers’ interests are not limited to plain employment issues but are wide enough to cover government policies that may have no direct bearing on employment conditions but nonetheless affect workers’ interests in other ways.

Placed alongside the decision in the BPE case that is discussed below and the latter decision in the fuel pricing cases, this judgment suggests a jurisprudential binary in the orientation of the courts. While the High Court decision would obviously be categorized as pro-poor, the Court of Appeal judgment is certainly much less so. But given the hierarchy of courts in Nigeria, the decision of the Court of Appeal prevails over that of the High Court.

However, the High Court decision (which is in any case outside the limits of this article which is focused on the appellate courts) is mentioned not as proof that it represents the current formal legal position in Nigeria. On the contrary it has been presented so as to demonstrate the fact that alternative progressive tendencies did exist within the judiciary in general at the time in question. It is not in doubt which tendency between the two examined here serves better the interests of lower income workers and other impoverished groups in Nigeria.

47 Ibid. at 109–110.
For, to the extent that the Court of Appeal decision prevents workers and their allies from organizing to thwart the imposition of such anti-poor fuel pricing policies, it would itself be anti-poor.

Another case through which the attitude of the Nigerian appellate courts to the struggles of the poor can be deciphered is the Court of Appeal decision in the Adams Oshiomhole case, where it held that the rights of the members of the Nigeria Labor Congress (NLC) to assemble or express themselves cannot be enjoyed at the expense of “the public good.” But what is the public good that the court had in mind here? Although the court did not define it, an explanation could be furnished by examining Upendra Baxi’s theory on the emergence in our time of a Trade Related and Market-Friendly (TREMF) human rights paradigm.49 According to this understanding of the workings of contemporary human rights discourse and praxis,50 the progressive state is now seen, in the dominant trend, as one which is a good host to global capital, protects this capital against political instability and market failure, is market efficient in suppressing and de-legitimating the human rights-based practices of resistance of its own citizens, and is capable of unleashing a reign of terror on those of its citizens who actively oppose its excessive softness towards global capital.51

When the struggles of the labor movement in Nigeria during much of the period under study and the reasoning in the cases discussed above, are examined against this TREMF theory of human rights discourse/praxis it becomes fairly clear whose side the executive branch of the Nigerian government and the appellate courts stood on. For this to be clear, it has to be understood that Nigeria was at this time undergoing a dual political and economic transition; one which was grounded in the overarching neo-liberal policies largely sold to it by the Bretton Woods institutions (i.e. the World Bank and International Monetary Fund). Such policies have tended to be grounded in the imperatives of neo-liberal globalization and have been generally flanked on all its corners by the principles/policies of deregulation, denationalization, and disinvestment.52 Implementing these objectives has often pitched the labor movement against governments and global capital.53

49 Baxi, supra note 2.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
As such, the “public good” that the Court of Appeal mentioned in the latter decision discussed above could be viewed as amounting to the perceived need to sustain Nigeria’s social and political stability so that government and private capital alike could be protected. In the face of these twin imperatives, joined together by the umbilical cord of mutual interest, it did not really matter that the human rights of average (including the vastly numerous poor) Nigerians to assemble, associate and express themselves freely on government policies were being so excessively sacrificed at the shrine of political and economic stability.

Similar labor-related, if more minor, cases include the case of *Bureau of Public Enterprises v. National Union of Electricity Employees*\(^\text{54}\) commenced by one of NLC’s affiliate unions. The questions before the court were (1) what was a trade dispute, and (2) whether the action taken in this case by the government body charged with privatizing public corporations aimed at preventing a strike was indeed a trade dispute within the meaning of the *Trade Disputes Act, 1990*? The facts of that case were that the appellant was the government agency charged with privatizing government corporations while respondents were employees of the National Electric Power Authority (NEPA), one of the corporations marked out at the time to be privatized (and which has now been successfully unbundled and privatized). The respondents threatened a strike action if the appellant moved forward with its plans to privatize NEPA. Appellant filed this law suit to forestall the planned strike action. The respondents objected to the suit on grounds that appellant lacked *locus standi* to institute it because there was no relationship of employer/employee involved. After a hearing on the objection, the court ruled that the suit was within the exclusive jurisdiction of the National Industrial Court and struck it out. On appeal, the appellants contended that as no trade dispute was disclosed in the suit, the High Court did have jurisdiction to hear and decide the case. The respondents also filed a cross-appeal. In its judgment, the Court of Appeal held that by virtue of section 47(1) of the *Trade Disputes Act 1990*, “trade dispute” is defined as any dispute between the employers and workers or between workers and workers which is connected with employment or non-payment or the terms of employment and physical conditions of work of any person. It found that the case before it did not indicate a trade dispute within the meaning of the statute, since it was neither between the employer and employees, nor employees and employees. On this basis, the court concluded that if there was no trade dispute within the meaning of the statute, the High Court and not the National Industrial Court had jurisdiction to hear it.

\(^{54}\) [2003] 13 NWLR (Pt 837) 382.
To what extent was this decision pro- or anti-poor in orientation, and to what degree does it confirm or debunk Upendra Baxi’s TREMF theory of human rights (whether in whole or in part)? Although the fact that the court did not answer the major question arising for consideration in this case reduces the opportunity to apply the TREMF thesis to its decision, it is still possible to “read” the decision of the Court of Appeal for its orientation. But when this decision is placed side-by-side the new government’s single minded determination to see through its privatization agenda, it would make sense if viewed through the TREMF filter. The government trumpeted the position that to attract foreign capital in the form of direct investments, monopolies like NEPA had to be broken and businesses needed to be competitive. According to this policy, the government had to withdraw from all commercial activities and settle into the simple role of creating the right business environment. The labor movement had disagreed with this position and had challenged it at every turn. Although its finding that there was no trade dispute as such could, as we have argued, work in an anti-poor way, the fact that the Court of Appeal concluded that the matter could still be litigated (albeit in the High Court which possesses a broad and general jurisdiction), was a positive for Labor’s struggles and the poor and marginalized on whose behalf it sought to pressure the government. This case did not, therefore, either fully vindicate or trouble the Baxian TREMF theory. For neither the government/private capital (on the one hand) nor the pro-poor litigants (on the other hand) won a decided and clear victory.

The last case that is considered under this rubric of the treatment of Labor-led pro-poor human rights struggles in the jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts is Medical and Health Workers Union of Nigeria v Minister of Labor & Productivity & Others. This case would also seem to confirm the unease with which the Nigerian executive branch of government (especially at the relevant time) tended to approach issues related to Labor-led struggles (including the rights of workers to form and register unions), and the actual figurative “complicity” of at least some of the appellate courts in re-enforcing this


56 See Medical and Health Workers Union of Nigeria v Minister of Labor and Productivity and Others, [2005] 17 NWLR (Pt 953) 120.
attitude. In this case, the third respondent (the Registered Trustees of Nigerian Association of Community Health Practitioners) applied to the Minister of Labor to be registered as a trade union. The Minister referred the application to the office of the Registrar of Trade Unions, which was the second respondent in the appeal in this case. On the recommendation of the 2nd respondent, the 1st respondent (the Minister of Labor) denied the application for registration. The third respondent therefore filed an action for judicial review of the decision to deny the application. Before this application could be determined on its merits the appellant in this case (i.e. the Medical and Health Workers Union of Nigeria) applied to be joined in it as a co-defendant in the case at first instance, a request that the trial court granted. Upon hearing 3rd respondent’s application for judicial review, the court decided in their favor. It held that the decision to deny the 3rd respondent’s request for registration was invalid and unconstitutional because it violated the right to associate and to belong to a trade union recognized by the constitution and the African charter. The appellant, being dissatisfied with the decision, took the case to the Court of Appeal. The appellate court held that the right to freedom of association granted under section 40 of the 1999 Constitution is not absolute but is qualified by the provisions of section 45. It also held that the provisions of sections 3 and 5 of the Trade Unions Act which prescribe conditions to be met by an applicant before it could be registered as a trade union are not inconsistent with the provisions of the 1999 Constitution.

One cannot escape the conclusion that this decision was shaped to a significant extent by the atmosphere in the country at the relevant time, when the government and trade unions were very much at loggerheads, locked in intense struggles over privatization, fuel price increases, and the like.57 Under these conditions, it may not have made sense for the government to permit the registration of one more union when almost all of those already in existence were at loggerheads with it and had been quite successful in mobilizing public opinion against the then government.58 And since a quiescent labor movement is considered good for capital and a strong and vigorously struggling Labor tends to be looked upon by capital and many others as bad for business, it also followed that the decision was in effect “good” for capital. Whether deliberately or otherwise, the decision of the relevant appellate court reinforced and sought to legitimize the government’s attitude and action and its rather obvious pro-private capital/anti-poor implications. It is chiefly in this
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way that the reasoning in this decision appears to reinforce the validity of the Baxian TREMF theory.

4.2 The Jurisprudential Treatment of Other Pro-Poor Struggles
Here, the focus is on the treatment in the jurisprudence of the Nigerian appellate courts of non-Labor-initiated human rights struggles, especially those waged by individuals or civil society activists (including the NGOs) and which appear to resonate with or be significantly linked to the sufferings of the poor in Nigeria either. To what extent has this jurisprudence encouraged or undermined these struggles?

The fact that the Nigerian appellate courts have sometimes expressed support for the struggles of the Nigerian subaltern against their oppression and impoverishment by powerful elements within state and society in Nigeria can be gleaned from the positive attitude of those courts, in some (though of course not all) instances, to the pro-poor campaigns waged during the period under study by a range of human rights defenders and pro-democracy groups in Nigeria. One strong indication of this kind of positive attitude is the Supreme Court’s decision in the celebrated case of Agbakoba v Director SSS.59

In that case, the Supreme Court strongly rejected the then federal military government’s argument that it was legally entitled to confiscate the travel passport of Mr. Olisa Agbakoba (who was at the time the seizure occurred the President of the Civil Liberties Organization and a prominent human rights activist) because all travel passports were the property of the state and not of the citizens to whom they have been issued. The court held that since the Nigerian Constitution and the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (which is incorporated into the body of Nigerian law) guaranteed the right to freedom of movement to all citizens of Nigeria, including the right to enter and leave Nigeria, and since no one could meaningfully exercise this right without possessing a travel passport, the Constitution must be read to guarantee the implied right of every Nigerian to be issued and to possess that document.60 This decision was a significant blow against the then prevalent tactic of the military governments that then held sway in Nigeria of attempting to prevent the generally pro-poor human rights activists from travelling out of the country on missions to publicize the gross human rights abuses that were all-too-often committed against (mostly ordinary) Nigerians by these regimes.61

59 [1999] 3 NLWLR (Pt 595) 314.
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A different kind of indicator of the positive attitude that the Nigerian Supreme Court in particular has sometimes exhibited regarding the struggles of the poor against their oppression by powerful elements in Nigeria is the way in which this apex court made bold in *Odogu v Attorney-General of the Federation* to encourage such struggles.\(^{62}\) In that case, the SCN upped by a factor of well over 40 times the damages awarded to an ordinary Nigerian by the trial court for his repeated unlawful detention by the Police despite a court order that he be released.\(^{63}\) Here the Supreme Court correctly operated under the theory that the award of a substantial amount of damages against the Police would encourage the struggles of such vulnerable Nigerians against their oppression by such powerful forces in the country. To paraphrase and apply Nancy Fraser’s words to this context, the Supreme Court, in effect, provided significant support for the struggles of the poor against the “effects of power” on their “identities, interests and needs.”\(^{64}\)

It has to be noted that the *Agbakoba* case discussed above was litigated during the period of military rule in Nigeria (which ended in 1999), even though the judgment in the case was actually rendered just as civil rule was being restored to the country. This case epitomized what may be referred to as the more supportive judicial approach even during that troubled period to the struggles of the Nigerian subaltern. However, the fact that the Nigerian courts were not always that supportive, and may even be better described as ambivalent on the whole, is underscored by a different line of cases, including *Nwosu v Imo State Environmental Sanitation Authority*,\(^{65}\) where a judge of the Nigerian Supreme Court basically advised victims of human rights violations to look elsewhere other than the courts for redress. According to Justice Modibbo Alfa Belgore, then the presiding High Court judge in this case, “legal practice will attract more confidence if administrative avenues are pursued rather than journey of discovery [sic] inherent in court action in such matters.”\(^{66}\) What the judge was telling litigants here is that, in his own view (which was not shared by all judges at the time) the courts were not in a good position to aid them in their struggles, for the simple reason that Nigeria was under a military rule at the time.

---
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This underscores the point that the apex court’s attitude during the period under study to pro-poor struggles was, of course, not uniformly positive. In particular, the Supreme Court’s attitude has therefore ranged from the positive, through the ambivalent, to the negative. It is necessary to canvass a number of other cases in other to ground this conclusion more firmly in the evidence. One such example is provided by the case of \textit{Dokubo Asari v Federal Republic of Nigeria}. While the Supreme Court’s overall decision in this case (where it rejected the bail application of a leader of a violent Niger Delta militant group) is basically unassailable, some of its reasoning in that judgment is perhaps a good example of the kind of ambivalent attitude that the apex court has sometimes displayed toward pro-poor struggles against oppression. The court’s suggestion in that case that once national security is invoked by the government the human rights of a citizen charged with a national security offence must give way, is – as a general principle – extremely problematic. It casts a long shadow of doubt on the rest of the reasoning in the case, and portends trouble for the effort to protect the human rights of even those who make bold to wage vigorous (and not necessarily violent) struggles for social justice in Nigeria. For, as is trite knowledge, governments in socio-political climes such as Nigeria’s are all-too-often too quick on the draw in invoking a so-called national security human rights exception against all kinds of political dissenters (be they peaceable or violent).

The \textit{Dokubo Asari} case arose against the background of skirmishes between the Nigerian government and youths of the oil-rich Niger Delta region who were agitating for more local control of the region’s oil resources. The appellant was previously a leader of the Niger Delta Peoples Salvation Front. But at the time of his arrest had become the leader of the Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force. He and others were accused of signing a communiqué castigating the government at the various levels for looting resources belonging to the people and aggrandizing corrupt officials. This, they alleged, left the Nigerian people in a state of neglect and abject poverty. They also included the hike in the pump price of gasoline to the list of their grievances. As a result, they threatened to take up arms against the government as well as revealing plans to cause civil disorder that would lead to the overthrow of the federal government. Appellant was arrested and charged with conspiracy to commit felony, treasonable felony and forming, managing and assisting in managing an unlawful society. His application for bail was denied by both the trial court and the Court of Appeal.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[68] \textit{Ibid.}, at 358.
\end{footnotes}
On further appeal to the Supreme Court, that court commenced by holding that the right to personal liberty guaranteed by section 35 of the Constitution of 1999 is not an absolute right and that the personal liberty of an individual within the contemplation of section 35(1) of the Constitution is a qualified right which permits restriction on individual liberty. It also held that a person’s liberty can also be curtailed in order to prevent him from committing further offence(s). More than these though the court took a cliché straight out of the template of Nigeria’s former military governments when it further held that where national security is threatened or there is the real likelihood of it being threatened, human rights or individual rights of those responsible would take second place. It concluded that the human rights or the individual rights must be suspended until the national security can be protected.

Although the appellant in this case cannot really be considered a politician, his travails more than illustrate the attitude of the courts to cases that may have “high” political implications. The political issues brought to question in this case included the nature of Nigeria’s federal structure, resource allocation and how to deal with the country’s varied minority agitations. These are all sensitive political questions striking at the foundations of the country’s political and economic stability. The facts of this case clearly demonstrate its volatile origins. It arose from government’s need to pacify the Niger Delta region of Nigeria (where almost all of Nigeria’s oil is produced) so to preserve the public peace and invariably enable natural resource exploitation, particularly crude oil. Such efforts were intended to enforce peace and remove the threat to government budget that the crisis in that region was causing. It is also one case where the economic interests of the government firmly united with the ambitions of the private local and multinational oil corporations (MNCS). The pacification of the Niger-Delta was clearly in the business interests of these MNCS. It was therefore very crucial to achieve that end in order to establish the fact that Nigeria was indeed a good host to private global/local capital. It is in this sense therefore that this decision supports Baxi’s TREMF thesis which expects Nigeria’s courts to act in ways that enhance the interests of the government and private capital alike, even at the expense of the interests of the poor and the marginalized. Not only did the government seem to want to be seen as “a progressive state” (meaning one that is a good host to capital), it also fought tooth and nail – as this case goes some way in showing – to suppress the struggles of those who (despite their inexcusable tactics) were courageous enough to challenge such exploitation and oppression that went on in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria.

Even where the interests of global/local capital are not manifest or easily deciphered, the manifest interests of the government have on many occasions
seemed to sway and deflect the Nigerian appellate courts from a vigorous defense of the human rights of the subaltern in Nigeria. The case of *Dominic Ekanen v Assistant Inspector General of Police*69 concerns how the poor are treated while incarcerated and whether the appellate courts could institute and enforce rules that ensure that they are better treated if ever they end up on the wrong side of the criminal justice process. The specific questions in the case were whether an applicant could be denied the legal enforcement of his fundamental rights based on a technicality and if it is part of a person’s right to liberty to be provided with sleeping materials while in detention. For present purposes, our analysis concentrates on the latter. The facts were that the appellant witnessed a beating carried out by a mob of about 50 able-bodied, armed men. They were attending a village meeting when this mob showed up in three vehicles and started beating one ACP Inyang once they had identified him. The mob tried to force him into one of the vehicles but he resisted with the assistance of some village youths. Inyang later reported the assault on him to the police. The appellant was called to the Police station for an interview, as someone who had been present when the beating occurred. After making a statement to the police, he was promptly arrested and detained. He brought a fundamental rights application claiming, inter alia, inhuman and degrading treatment, because the police denied him sleeping materials causing appellant to sleep while standing on his feet and when that failed sleeping on the bare, hard floor. The trial court failed to make an order and suggested instead that the case should be taken to Akwa Ibom state where the incident occurred and ought not to be heard in Calabar in Cross River State where the appellant was being detained. The appellant appealed this curious abdication of the judicial function. In its decision, the Court of Appeal held in part for him, but also reasoned that the appellant’s expectation that sleeping materials ought to be provided to him while in detention would be utopian in the Nigerian context, regardless of whether the detention was in a police station or at a prison. The Court of Appeal also reasoned that the appellant’s demand for sleeping materials is not justiciable. The judges claimed not to know of any guaranteed right to be provided with a bed to sleep on upon one’s arrest and detention. The appellate court reached this conclusion despite acknowledging that it is only reasonable to expect that a detained person will need to sleep! In the final analysis, though, the appellate court concluded that the question of where the detainee actually lays before sleeping is an entirely separate one. In their view, a person who is detained for an offence within the law is subject to a

69 *Dominic Ekanem v Assistant Inspector General of Police (Zone 6)*, [2008] 5 NWLR (Pt 1079) 97.
constitutional disability and therefore cannot expect certain kinds of humane treatment.

Broken to its bare bones, the court’s reasoning is that any person arrested in Nigeria as a result of a criminal allegation and held in detention should not expect to be treated in a dignified manner. This would be clearly contrary to the provisions of the Nigerian Constitution, which guarantees the humane treatment of persons being processed through the criminal justice system. Yet the court’s attitude here is all too familiar and in character. The harshest treatments in Nigeria’s criminal justice system tend to be reserved for the subaltern (especially when the perceived interests of the government might be contradicted by a more favorable treatment), while the rich tend to be handled with kid gloves.70 Here, the effort and cost the government would have to expend in providing decent detention spaces (including sleeping materials) appears to have combined with the prevalent anti-socioeconomic rights ideology to orient the relevant appellate court’s reasoning in a decidedly anti-poor way.

However, the Wing Commander A. Adamu v Donatus Akukalia case (and its kind) provides some counter-point to the Ekanem case (and its type).71 In the former case, the appellant was a top officer in the Nigerian Air Force. The facts were that based upon the suspicion that the respondent (who was the applicant at trial court) had stolen a briefcase containing some money the appellant had caused him to be detained at the Air Force facilities in Kainji and Lagos. Note should be taken that under Nigerian laws, civilians cannot be detained in military facilities. The respondent therefore brought this suit to enforce his fundamental human rights to liberty and dignity of the person. None of the court documents was served on the appellant personally because he ostensibly used the power of his office to make himself personally unavailable to be served the court documents. The Motion on Notice was served on appellant through the Chief Clerk of the Air Force at its Lagos headquarters. When the appellant still failed to appear at the hearing, the court ordered Hearing Notice to be issued before the next date to which the case was then adjourned. That notice was accepted on behalf of appellant by the Receiving Officer at the Nigerian Air Force Headquarters in Lagos. When the appellant again failed to show up on the adjourned date, the court ruled against him. On appeal,
appellant contended that he was not properly served with the court documents and therefore had been denied the right to a fair hearing. His appeal was dismissed.

The decision of the appellate court in this case hinged on whether or not the initial lawsuit had been brought to the attention of the appellant. The court reasoned that it had indeed been sufficiently brought to his attention based on the sworn affidavit before it stating that the relevant court documents had been sent to him. The court reasoned that the rules of natural justice do not go in a one-way traffic but are meant to give equal protection to the competing interests and rights of the contending parties. In this case the relatively much more powerful Wing Commander lost to the comparatively much weaker party, as he could not convince the court otherwise and paid the ultimate price for treating the court process recklessly as many similarly situated women and men of power are wont to do the world over, Nigeria being a particularly problematic case. As such, just like the Agbakoba case, this case represents the line of cases in which the Nigerian appellate courts have stood up for the less powerful in society (who tend to be poor and the marginalized). It also represents the cases in which the courts have made bold to interpret the law and the Rules of Court in ways that have favored the poor and the marginalized over the much more powerful Nigerian elite. It is in these senses that this case (and similar ones) detract to some extent (however small it may be) from the postulates of the Baxian TREMF theory of human rights.

5 Conclusion

This article deals with the question whether the jurisprudence of Nigeria's appellate courts has helped advance or impede the struggles of the poor to assert their human rights in the country. The article begins by defining, delimiting, and situating the concepts “struggle” and “human rights as struggle.” It then moves on to identify and discuss the factors that make the struggles that the poor and the subaltern must wage to realize their human rights a tough one. These factors range from the generally very high cost of litigation in Nigeria to the incidence (especially in the earlier part of the period under study) of official suppression of all-too-many of those activists who have appeared to struggle to assist the poor and the marginalized. Other such factors include a significant lack of judicial favour toward the poor and the marginalized, and certain problematic constitutional provisions. Following this discussion, the article turns its attention to its main focus, i.e. an analytical examination of the ways in which the corpus of human rights jurisprudence of the Nigerian
appellate courts has either aided and/or inhibited the struggles of the poor and the subaltern in that country during the period under study. The latter discussion is sub-divided into two segments: the first is focused on the engagement of these courts with the pro-poor struggles of Nigerian Labour, while the second is devoted to an analysis of the attitude of the courts to other kinds of pro-poor human rights struggles in Nigeria. In both cases, given space and other constraints, only small but representative samples of the relevant cases are discussed.

In the end, the analysis suggested that the Nigerian appellate courts still have much more to do if they are to optimize their considerable (albeit still limited) capacity to enable the struggles of the poor and marginalized Nigerians to realize their human rights. For, while these courts have, in some cases, been able to decide the human rights matters before them in a reasonably pro-poor fashion, in far too many others, their judgments can only be characterized as either ambivalent or plainly anti-poor.